CHAP. IV.]            KNOWING AND BEING.                   63
The crowning truths of Western Epistemology and Ontology, as
enunciated by Professor Ferrier, are :—
1. That every cognition is the synthesis of the Self and the Not-
Self, of the Subject and Object, of the Universal and Particular.1
2. That there is one, but only one, Absolute Existence, "which
is strictly necessary, and that existence is a supreme, infinite and
everlasting Mind in synthesis with all things.2
But do these propositions convey what philosophy ought always to
be in search of ? Are they necessary truths m the form in which
they are enunciated ? A necessary truth is that which is absolute
truth—true to all possible intelligences. In the world as we find
it, there is one element, the universal and eternal sat, which is ever
present and without which the world itself would be an absolute non-
entity. But i,s 'the other element also invariably present and true
and as such necessary ?
In the first place, is the synthesis of the two a philosophic neces-
sity for the existence of the Absolute ? To us and to intelligences
like our own, such a synthesis may be necessary as a condition of
knowledge. I say may be, for I doubt whether the theory of Know-
ledge, based upon tf< sense-perception,95 is quite correct or adequate
to explain all knowledge. Professor Veitch says, and I think right-
ly, that "the laws of our knowing the objects in Time and Space
are not necessarily the laws of our knowing all objects ".3
But whatever the truth about our cognition of the Absolute, is
it not possible for that Absolute to exist independently of and with-
out the world ? Is not the Absolute Being the prius of all things ;
and is not its existence, at least, conceivable without its synthesis
with those things ? If the things, here referred to, be what, according
to Eckhart, constitute the ideal world not created in time, but ex-
isting in an Eternal Now, still the question would remain—is this
ideal "world a necessity for the existence of the Absolute ?
The position of the Advaitin is that Brahma alone is sat m the
sense of Eternal4 and all else is asat in the sense of being contingent
1 See ' Met.', p. 156.                   The original Sanskrit is worth qv.o-
y Ibid. 522.                            ting:—
3 Veitch, " Knowing and Being," p. 3.     ^f^ff, ^FTt^sfi' TTORt ^T? ^1
4 Of. ShanWs   ((Tattva Bodha,"     fgm f^FT, ^TW^W I
p. 27. << What is Sat'1'—-that which abides             a-        ^   >
in all time (past, present and future).     3Tm^ : * * > ^^^ : '

